[A quantum analysis of the long-term posttetanic changes in the minimal postsynaptic potentials in surviving hippocampal slices].
Excitatory postsynaptic potentials (EPSPs) were recorded in guinea pig hippocampal slices (area CA1) from 13 neurons after single or double-pulse stimulation of stratum radiatum (the Schaffer collaterals) and stratum oriens. Amplitudes of 23 EPSPs (9 neurons, 12 pathways) grew 5 to 55 min after 10 tetanic stimulations of the Schaffer collaterals. This increase has been considered as a long-term potentiation (LTP). A statistical analysis was carried out by four methods of the quantal hypothesis based on the binomial distribution. It revealed an increase in the mean quantal content (m) during LTP. An increase in the quantal size was also observed in the majority of the cases but it showed only a weak correlation with the LTP magnitude and for some methods it was statistically significant only for the periods later than 15 min after tetanic stimulation. A well expressed increase in m demonstrated by various methods corresponds to data of the previous in vivo studies and favours the presynaptic location of mechanisms of the LTP maintenance.